Buy Our Cards And Personalise Them

Putting Images And Text On The
Front And Inside Your Cards


For every single card we sell, you can put your own
images and text inside the card.



For most of the cards we sell, you can add text or images
to the front of the card, but the final decision lies with the
person who designed the card.



You can personalise the card yourself using our online
tools, (page 3) or you can ask our design team to do it for
you (for free) via Debbiebot (Page 14).



Our tools give you a lot of control, however we realise
that some people would prefer a simpler process, which
is why we use DebbieBot to take instructions for our
design team, if you prefer.



When you add a card to the basket, you will be asked if
you wish to personalise the card or buy blank. If you
click “Personalise The Card” then you will be taken to
the personalisation page.

Putting Images And Text On The
Front And Inside Your Cards (2)



This page tells you what you can add to the front. It will
say either “Text Only”, “Image Only”, “Name Only”,
“Text and Images” or “None”.



If you wish to personalise the card, you can do this
yourself, using the “Front” and “Inside” buttons, and
when you are finished, click “Finished”. Further
instructions can be found on page 4 onwards.



If you would like us to do this for you, click Debbiebot,
and she will ask you the questions we need to know to
personalise your card. Debbiebot is not a real person,
and will ask you a series of questions so our design team
can personalise as per your requirements.
Debbiebot will only be able to add Text and Images if
the card designer allows this.

Using Our Design Tool
(Front)
 If you click “Front”, our design tool will open
show you the card face on the left-hand side
(front of card) and the controls on the right.

We do not recommend that you use this on a
mobile device as it is very difficult to line
things up correctly. We recommend you use
Debbiebot in this instance.

 You can add multiple images and multiple

text items. You might want to design images
in photoshop or similar to add to the front of
the card rather than just uploading
photographs – it is up to you.

 Text and images can be rotated.
 You can control text size, font and colour.
 You can drag text and images around the
screen.

 There are tools to help you position items

more accurately, such as a grid, bleed and
centre lines.

Adding Images
 Click the “Add Image” button. You will be invited to

select a file. Choose a file and press open. The image
will upload and appear on the card face.

 Any copyright message will not print!
 The image must be either jpeg or png, and both need
to be in RGB or sRGB format to be accepted.

 The image will appear in the centre, at the correct
size based on printing at 300dpi based on the
original dimensions.

 If the image is too big you can use the “–”button in the
controls and this will reduce the size of the image.

 You can use the “+” button to increase the size of the
image too, but only by 15% bigger than its original
size. If the tool will not let you grow the image big
enough, then this is because the image will not print
at high enough quality. You should use a higher
quality image.

 You can drag the image around the screen using your
mouse / touch screen.

 You can rotate the image using the rotate icon
buttons.

 In this instance I have added a fancy number 8, with a
transparent background (.png file). Not sure how to
do this? Use Debbiebot for free!

Grid Lines and Bleed
 Gridlines and bleed help you ensure that your images
and text are aligned correctly. You can view and hide
these by pressing “Toggle Grid / Bleed.”

 If you plan to add text or other images, you should not

put them in the red area around the card. This is
because the card will be trimmed somewhere in the
red area, and your image or text might be cut off.
Borders might not be exactly even, as the cut has a 3mm
margin of error (ISO Standard).

 If you are adding a background image this should

cover the whole red area otherwise an uneven white
line might appear around the card.

 The “Toggle Centre Lines” button will toggle some
lines coming off the image / card / text which show the
left, right and centre positions, allowing you to line
these up accurately.

 The gridline is black by default, but if you have a dark
card, you might want to change this to white by clicking
the “Toggle Grid Colour” button.

 Pressing “Done” will save the image or text to the card.
You will then be able to add more text or images should
you wish.

 Pressing “Delete” will remove this item from the card
(make sure the correct item is highlighted).

Adding Text
 Clicking the “Add Text” button will make some
text appear in the top left-hand corner of the card
face.

 You can drag the text around the card face,
change the colour, the size the font, and rotate it
too. You can also change what the text says. You
can also mark the text as bold or italic too.

 The text will not wrap to the next line unless you
press enter. If you have more than one line of text
in the box, you can choose whether it is left
aligned, right aligned, or centre aligned.

 Pressing “Delete” will remove this item from the
card (make sure the correct item is highlighted).

 Make sure your text is clearly visible, and within
the red bleed lines.

Styling the card
 Here is another card example where you might
need to line up the text and images.

 In this example, I have selected two different
fonts, two different colours, and made the JOHN
POTTER text bigger.

 If you press the “Toggle Centre lines” button, you
can see where the centre of the card is, the centre
of each text is and the centre of the image is. They
are not well lined up in this instance!

 You can manually move these around so they look
more lined up, or you can click the “Toggle Bleed
/ Grid” button and use the lines to help line it up
even better.

 Pressing “Done” will save the image or text to the
card.

All Lined Up
 When you have pressed “Done”, then you can
either add a new text or image element, select an
existing one to edit, or please “Save & Exit” to
save the card front.

 If you wish to cancel all of your changes, please
press “Cancel”.

 Don’t worry the grid lines, any lines around the
images and the red bleed indicator will not
appear on the card if you forget to toggle them
off.

 Once you have finished designing the front of the
card, you will then be taken to the personalization
page where you can look at personalizing the
inside, or finishing, and continuing with your
order.

 If you wish for Debbiebot to takeover or tidy it up
you can do so! Just click Save and Exit, and when
you return to the personalization page, click
Debbiebot.

Personalising The Inside (1)
 The inside is template based. You can add content to
both the inside left and inside right of the card. First you
need to pick a template for each side you wish to
personalize by clicking “Choose Template Left” or
“Choose Template Right”.

 Once you have selected the template for one or both
sides, you can then look at adding text or images into
the boxes the template generates.

Personalising The Inside (2)
 You can press any of the dashed boxes on the card face, and

either add text or an image depending on what template you
have selected.

 You can write text in the toolbar on the right-hand side. The

text will not go to the next line unless you press enter where
you want it to break.

 You can select the font, the alignment of the text, the colour
from a limited range, the text size, and the line-height. You
can also drag the text around the box in the card face.

 If you wish to add an image, click the image box, then click

“Upload An Image”, then select the image, You can drag the
image around, rotate it, and resize it.

 You can move onto another template box by clicking it. When
you have finished, press “DONE” then “Save And Exit”.

Personalising The Inside (3)
 Here is what can be done with very little effort. This took
me less than a minute to personalize the inside to this
standard. It might take you a little longer on your first
attempt.

 You don’t have to be fancy – but you can produce really
nice results if you want to!

 Please note that the template lines will not print!

Back On The Personalisation Page
 You can see clearly how your card will print on this page.
If anything looks slightly out, go back into the tools and
adjust.

 This shows the front, the inside right and the inside left.
 Make sure the image is large enough to print to a high
quality. Please note that if you have to increase the size
of the image from how it appears when it is loaded, it
will lose quality.

 When you are happy, click finish to move onto the next
section. If you can’t get it right, click Debbiebot. We can
pick up what you have already done, and just tell her
what you want us to do.

Debbiebot
 If you want us to do the personalization for you, please click
Debbiebot, and a chat box will pop up. She will ask a series of
questions.

 If you make a mistake, don’t worry, you can free type any
information once she has asked all the questions.

 You will be able to upload images through Debbiebot, and let us
know about text, colour, fonts etc.

 If we are tidying up your personalization, you don’t need to tell us
about what is there, just what you would like to change.

 Make sure you go right through to the end of this process,
otherwise she does not send us the information.

 We will email you if we need further information.You can email us
if you need to about this at talk@weallsendcards.com

